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The Aayrouni Olives Always Grow Best  
 

Was it the bomb or the daughter 

that came first? The vow  

and a promise to fig trees 

 

and ripe lemons, brown pools  

of sugared dates, my father’s eyes  

burned with memories of air raids.  

 

A ceasefire buried in sumac  

and honey. Can I grieve for something  

I haven’t lost? Our family’s story  

 

runs wildly in my mind.  

When the olives burned, my father  

said you could hear them moan.  

 

The smell of burnt green  

flesh, the way Aayrouni ruptures  

in one loud scream. Will I grow  

 

to love the bitter taste of Aayrouni, 

and learn to carry glass jars of oil 

as bounty for safe passage  

 

and a turned eye at the Israeli checkpoint. 
Will I still know these soldiers' faces? 

Will I remember the right 

 

Shami words to be allowed through  
without a bullet in my chest? 

The Aayrouni grew best in  

 

the north of Lebanon; 
here, in the South, 

my father’s voice reminds me  

 

that the soldiers would crave  

the green flesh and salty souls  

like the land they came from.  

 

One jar might help turn their glance. 

Three might make them hungry 

for more than I could give. 
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My family’s ancient olives burned 

near to extinction in the  
Bekaa Valley by the Israeli Army.  

 

How quickly it burned.  

If I do not know the faces, will the 

olives keep me safe?  
 

Will the olives be the same? 

Was it the daughter  

or the bomb that came first?  
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If Everyone Could Hear This Sound 
 

The spring peepers have erupted  

from their winter slumber, neurotic sex machines 

who do not know how to observe silence. 

The Pseudacris frogs in the Hylidae family, 

found all over North America, are heard 

madly, wildly across the Black Forest 

and into the swampy cold water of Chandler Lake 

just beginning to explode in the underbelly  

of lily pads and loon calls. Their genus name 

comes from the Greek pseudes for false  

and akris for locust, which explains the trill  

but I am not fooled by these chorus frogs  

and know they are no insect. They sing hysterically 

for their celestial mother, and each spring 

their magic songs, a welcome treat, mark  

spring’s arrival with the abundance of ramps 

and morels to follow. Less than two inches, 

the peeper has the loudest frog call in Michigan. 

When I went to the lake for a closer look,  

I realized spring peepers sing in trios, the deepest voice  

starting the call. The bubble puff and echo  

fill and shake their whole bodies.  

I wish that everyone could hear this sound. 
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Tin of Sardines 1 
 
The Nabatieh sky flashed hazy indigo blue. Twenty-

one Palestinian refugees died, one-hundred and thirty-

four wounded. The Israeli jets targeted civilians and 

any Lebanese who, at night, brought tins of sardines 

soaked in olive oil with a loaf of pita bread. My father 

was almost shot for feeding the starving at 13. He asks 

Do you have sardines? At least six or seven tins? 
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The Voice of Cherries  

I’m trying to teach myself to savor: a  

bowl of fresh Bing cherries, 

crisp black skin that bursts, sweet juice stains, a  

hard center—every bite, 
virtuous 

 

we teach ourselves. 

 

This summer, migrant workers disappear, and 

this year’s cherry harvest rots 

on the trees. Do you know the smell of decaying 

Montmorency cherries? like children 

 

separated. This is not 

 

my grandparent’s America. 

 

I hold the cherries in my palm, 

rub the dark shiny skin between my fingers, and 

crush the sun-drenched fruit in my mouth 

letting the red juice burst against my teeth.  
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I’m Thinking of You, America.  
 

I’ve been thinking of you, hardworking America,  

working so hard in each small town,  

from the Port Townsend’s UpTown Pub  

to Garbo’s Grill in Key West—to the U&I in Traverse City  

America, you work too much and you should be tired.  

 

I hope this email  

finds you well, I’m sorry for my delay… fuck.  

America, can we be real about being utterly exhausted,  

the shit kicked out of us daily, the news 

on repeat on every TV, another shooting,  

more children murdered at school,  

go to work but don’t talk about your pay. 

 

Hush now. Don’t hire him, America, he’s too old   

she was just married; she’ll be pregnant in a few months, America. 

We don’t want to pay for maternity leave.  

Lazy, they all want everything for free.  

Have babies, forced birth, but don’t ask for help. 

Don’t ask for Plan B, healthcare, day care,  

Elder care, decent education, opportunity, 

America, when do we change this system of chains?  

The world’s on fire but climate change isn’t real, 

right America? The corporations blame us for 

plastic bags, rising sea levels, global warming, severe weather 

Build the wall, we can’t possibly have more  

brown people, America, 

they stole the jobs nobody wanted to do.   

Work harder, America, for pennies on the dollar.  

 

Tell me about the afterlife. Tell me about 

the Anthropocene where we didn’t realize  

we were dying. I want to hear the real history,  

the one where we stole the land and called it ours  

while the native children ate blocks of yellow government cheese. 

I ate those too. Too brown to live in America.  

But I see you. I see you, nurses working that double 

night shift because auntie has chemo and it didn’t go well.  

The way you cared for her with kindness. And you,  

bartender, when the 77-year-old man with a wooden cane 

hobbles into the bar, not even a week since he buried his wife,  

you, dear bartender, buy him his beer.  

 

I see you, school teacher paid shit 

to teach and fight gunmen, who pays for her student’s  

college admission fee, because she still believes in a better future.  
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Don’t let me be wrong, America.  

I know you still have faults, we all do, but let me believe  

That we might love more than we hate. I’ve seen it.  

It’s in you, you must breathe deeply.  

Your heart is more expansive  

than destruction. I want to believe you, America.  

You, sweet America, work too hard for too little.  

When you’re ready for more than this suffering 

life, I’ll be waiting with my pitchfork  

and thinking of you, hardworking America.  
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Tin of Sardines 2 
 
When a mob of white supremacists stormed the US capitol, 

my father called, concerned to know if we still had olive oil or 

if we needed any tins of sardines? This is how these things 

begin:  one thrown stone becomes three bombs whistling at 
night.  My father in Detroit worried about me in rural north 

Michigan four hours away from him, from the multi-cultural 

haven that makes Detroit home. He knew that just around the 

corner from my house were Trumpers, one of the Michigan 

KKK chapters, and the Michigan militia that took up arms at 

our State capitol and already tried to kidnap Governor 

Whitmer to kill her. I prepare an emergency bag, just in case.  
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Epistle to the Car Thieves of Detroit  
 

October 17, 2019 

You almost killed my father with your half-ass job 

trying to steal the tires off his F-150, removing the lug nuts but not  

taking the tire. Got too spooked by a car that drove down Theisen 

never finished the job. And damn it fell off while my dad was driving 

on Inkster and I-94. Dad an engineer at Ford knew 

this shit doesn’t just happen randomly and thank the stars that the tire rolled  

bounced then landed on a curb. Do you know what I-94 and Inkster 

look like at morning rush hour? A total shit show. A tire bouncing  

down the center lane might have caused a 55-car pile-up.   

Thankfully my dad wasn’t on the expressway yet.  

We got your entire hack job on HD night-vision cameras and you better believe  

we sent that footage to the police except you’re lucky  

because they got more serious shit, like the most recent kidnapping of the little girl 

down the street on Manor to deal with than your punk ass stealing tires down Morross.  

 

March 14, 2009  

At least this time you took the tires off the brand new 

Ford Flex. Took our neighbor's red garden edging bricks  

layering them under each of the tires as you rolled them  

off the car down the slanted driveway. It was all so fast.  

Tire off, rolled down the driveway to your partner in a truck  

and off you both went in your getaway car. When the tow truck came,  

you were already long gone, didn’t hear the scrapping  

of the undercarriage all the way up the flatbed truck. You also didn’t care  

that you stole my tires during the final two weeks of my senior 

year of high school leaving me without a car for the first few weeks 

of summer when all my friends were out getting ice cream and going to  

late-night parties, I was stuck at home. None of my private school friends  

would even dare drive to my house from their gated subdivisions 

to pick me up after all the shit you’ve done. All for stock tires  

on an average car and the rims probably worth more.  

 

April 22, 2013  

I am a senior in college, home for a weekend to focus  

on writing my thesis to graduate. I brought things home from  

my apartment and with my arms full, I left my backpack in the backseat  

of my bright blue Ford Focus. Said hello to my parents and ate some food  

then went outside to get my backpack only to be greeted by  

broken glass and the car door left open. My backpack and all my books 

of poetry gone, the radio torn from the dash, and the iPhone charger cable missing. You even 

took my fucking parking change. The whole red solo cup of quarters, my literal saving grace  

to avoid parking tickets. You must have needed it more than me and at least the car still had tires. 

I won’t forget driving back to school with a garbage bag over the window  

I asked for an extension because you stole my books  

and backpack full of a semester's notes. I wonder what my professors thought.  
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December 20, 2019  

When my dad left his career at Ford, he was so proud  

to buy a brand-new Ram truck. All the bells and whistles, except  

maybe we should of got more whistles. You broke the back window,  

you know the cute little one in the back of the truck that opens up? 

My dad and I loved that little window.  But shit, in Grand Theft Auto style you 

hot-wired the car and got it into neutral, pushed it down the slanted driveway  

where your partner had another stolen hoop-dee of a car to push the truck  

all the way down Morross. My dad hadn’t even made his first payment of the truck and you shits 

stole it, right before Christmas. Hello, OnStar? Can you help us find our stolen car?  

The Detroit police were so overwhelmed with other people’s stolen shit  

that OnStar had to give the police the clues to the treasure map to find the truck.  

You left it in an abandoned dirt lot near Crocuslawn St off of Wyoming only a mile-and-a-half 

from our house. Now the Carfax will always have “stolen” 

in big red letters. The police said we were lucky you didn’t burn the truck,  

like our neighbor’s car you stole the night before. So thank you  

for not lighting our new truck on fire right before Christmas.  

Thank you for this moment of kindness.  

 

February 18, 2007 

Just when I thought you were only out to get us,  

you decided to go after my aunt’s brand new 2007 Ford Escape.  

She lives two houses away, so I guess proximity is a thing for you.  

She was so proud when she brought it home. Shiny and black with leather interior,  

fully loaded and all the safety features. She wanted something better  

than her old beater of a car she drove in college. And what do you know?  

Right on schedule around 3 AM the car door was cracked open and you  

hotwired it right out of her driveway. How do you always manage to be so  

efficient? Not even three minutes and the car was driving down  

Warren Ave like it was an easy, breezy Sunday morning. Except,  

you must not have planned for the cop car. You plowed into a fire hydrant going too fast  

around the turn at Ford Road and Wyoming. You totaled the car but at least we  

knew the airbags worked. And I’m not sure running across traffic  

was the right move either but made for a great morning news.  

 

May 12, 2021 

Hi again, it’s me Ari. I moved to Traverse City, about four hours from the city. 

But I still miss the city and I still think of you. I miss the anxiety when I go to bed  

the holy shit, did I lock the car? feeling at 3 AM when my car would already be 

halfway down the road. I miss the loud drag racing down our street and the random gunshots 

coming from Tireman Road. How has your career stealing people’s shit been?  

Did you finally get that Porsche you’ve had  

your eyes on for years? When I moved to Traverse City,  

my car insurance was nearly half of what I paid in Wayne County. Something 

about living in Detroit, maybe the potholes, that just screamed higher rates.  

I heard you must have a new apprentice that’s still learning the ropes 

since my mom found the bag of tools near our house and inside  
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was a list of all the cars you were planning to hit next 

in a five-block radius. I promise I won’t tell my dad  

about the truck being on the list, again. I’ll even leave it unlocked 

as long as you promise not to break the window and light it on fire.  
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The Day We Almost Became an Exhibit at The Great Lakes Museum  
Belle Isle, Detroit 

 

What was found at Hipster Beach:  

a flock of geese, an empty bag of Frito Lay chips, cigarette  

butts like camel menthols, fuchsia glitter in the sand, two popsicle sticks 

from this past summer, a chipped bouncy ball, and part of a swing. 

 

In the distance, a couple, looked like they were from Novi with a photographer  

playing paparazzi against the yacht club walls. The bride’s dress  

engulfed her in the cold north Michigan winds. Towards the black  

willow tree along the shore wall a young girl twirled, 

 

braids swirling at her ears, head tilted  

to the magenta-colored sky. We didn’t see her fall, just a splash 

into dark blue water. A gasp of air, a scream in the distance— 

the groom wouldn’t jump in, the bride unwilling to ruin her gown, 

 

the photographer’s equipment too expensive. We all 

have stories to tell. It was November and the blue-black  

water was full of siren songs. I don’t remember running 

just the eternity of seconds above the icy cold water. 

 

* 

 

I hear in the splash the captain’s voice from Coast Guard training:  

You’re going to want to inhale when you suddenly find yourself in cold water. My body 

is an act of defiance against the synapsis of nerves that want to inhale,  

but bubbles out in exhale against the black water with arms wide open.  

 

I looked up to the sheer crescent moon, the neon lights  

radiating off the water from the Renaissance Center,  

my shoes heavy and full of water, my phone in my back pocket, 

and the still warm hand of the girl who never learned to swim.  

 

I never knew I had the strength to carry the young girl in my arms 

up the icy steel ladder, against the break wall, the girl shaking and breathing,  

her braids dripping across my back. The girl’s mother screaming,  

crying, a frantic love to wrap her in a jacket before we froze in the brisk air.  

 

Later, dripping and frozen on the break wall, they asked how 

I was able to react so fast. They said I was “courageous.” 

It wasn’t courage. I think it was love.  

A love that speaks of Detroit in present tense and doesn’t hesitate to jump 

when she asks for help, a love that throws the lifeline.  
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Tin of Sardines 3 
 

That winter, it hadn’t snowed much in northern Michigan and 

only the inland lakes were frozen enough to hold an ice shanty 

and a 3-foot-wide hole.  When my husband suggested we go ice 

fishing with his father it was only the second time I have ever ice-

fished. When we caught the cisco, my husband told me that they 

are a type of Lake Herring specific to Michigan. His father said: 

the ciscos were almost wiped out. Overharvesting, invasive  

species,   toxic waters,   so much to lose of our Great Lake fish. 
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Moon Songs  
 

In the cold-bloom night of winter, the wind  

whispers secrets through the maple trees.  

I remember those two pea-sized pebbles circled with Sharpie 

on the ultrasound. I’ve been wanting to talk to them.  

Can you hear my moon songs? 

 

To have an abortion in Michigan, I must first see  

and hold the image of the cells growing inside me.  

With a fresh black and white photo, the mother is sent home 

for one week before the latex gloves: 

Do you understand what you are doing? 

 

In that moment, I wondered if I could ever love again.  

I didn’t know there were three. How do you carry more 

than two in a body that is too small it tears at the seam? 

I was barely held together: are you doing this against your free will? 

I was married: are you sure you consent to this procedure? 

 

There was a clinic with the only doctor willing  

to offer her counsel. On the inside the walls were sterile and safe. 

Outside, a man with a sign reads: “Repent and Ask for forgiveness,” 

A women chucks frozen peas at me calling me a murderer 

This was the size of the baby you killed.  

 

Forever sorrow buried in my mind of three lives that would kill me.  

I swore I’d write them this love poem of skin, 

plant the Jack pine in the Eastern woods where the morning sun  

would kiss them each day. I would never hold 

but would be forever held by them.  

 

The X across my spine, the tender curve in my back, the doctor’s 

rough hand across my thigh, everything beginning at the end: 

a bright light until she says there is no more. 
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About the Hole in the Garden  
i.m. Andrew, the Viking in the sky 

 

In October we dug a hole in the garden and thought about 

burying ourselves with dirt. We cried into our soil cracked palms.  

We laid a Viking black chokeberry and our letters to your best friend  

at the bottom and covered it with mulch.   

 

When I write you these love poems of skin  

and flesh from my thigh, I want you to remember  

the swallowtails hover so delicately over the budding trees,  

that when we go searching for holes of sorrow, I’ll hold  

your heart above water. I’ll keep making wishes 

on fireflies as they swirl across the milky way sky.  

 

As the cardinal flower burst out of browned rhizomes  

each spring, we’ll remember: love digs deep roots.  
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Death is a Camel that Sleeps in Your House 
In loving memory of Hala—gone too soon 

 

 

Hala, even when we know the silver thread of life, 

was unraveling, even as you suffered till your death,  

we were not prepared for the thread to break.  

We were not prepared to see Tata’s heart broken, 

scattered like sand across the Sahara, from burying  

her favorite and eldest daughter. My favorite auntie.  

Hala, in madness and desperation, I called you phone 

just to hear your voice message. Today,  

a red rare dragonfly hovered near me as I gardened— 

your favorite totem you always wore around your neck.  

Did you know your giant compass plant bloomed,  

the gargantuan yellow flowers, like sunflowers, your favorite,  

the summer after your death, though it wasn’t due 

for another four years? It smiled its sweetness 

scents at me. Are you among the Al-Mu’aqqibat, 

the watchers, beloveds who have crossed the silver realm 

standing guard? What is the love that stops the car 

in blinding rain before the truck hydroplanes?  

Hala, let me do more good. Let me love deeply.  

Never let my heart be calloused, that I may 

search for the light. Keep shining bright.  

Your last words to me we carry between us.  
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Curtain Call 
 

The problems with dancers is this:  

We are electric; alive only in the moment when skin ignites. 

The body of another across your shoulder, their power like paragraphs. 

 

Encyclopedias bursting with knowledge.  

My library is teeming with Achilles’ tendon and the sternocleidomastoid. 

Nouns, the rubber marley, control the friction  

between the soles of our feet and floor— 

the subject of the sentence: 

 

Bodies never lie. 

 

Staked into the heart of multitude,  

the iliopsoas mediating the conflict between verbs and the gluteus medius, 

constant conflict of tightness to tell the whole truth.  

Don’t let them hear the words osteoarthritis or patellofemoral pain syndrome.  

 

Recenter the stage, the frenetic adjectives leaping 

wildly from stage left of the middle wing, remain in the shadow 

of the velvet curtain before the grand entrance of assemblé 

tibialis posterior contracting radiance in midair.  

 

But the adverbs, dancing away gracefully, 

entwined in sinew, ligament, meniscus,  

benevolently giving energy from within 

empowering each jetté passed through skin 

to the audience across the proscenium stage. 

 

Honesty could kill us. 

 

If dancers were politicians, we’d all keep our promises— 

our words in skin. 
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An Ode to my 23-year Old Father  
 

Another night shift, even after I was born, between 

classes at Wayne State and home 

a baby born 13 weeks early, in the ICU at Hutzel Hospital,  

his life determined by war and survival 

 
it started, on the corner of Joy and Dexter, 

this now Citgo, once a Mobil gas station my family owned where  

Baba, a Lebanese refugee, but we don’t use that word,  

spent 10 years of his American life 

 

on Detroit’s edge of Boston Edison, 

a neighborhood of cracked concrete, of weeds overgrown and lawns uncared for 

of “a-man-was-shot-before-I-came-to-work” neighborhood 

where boarded windows and decaying mattresses covered front porches 

 

Why is his life so determined  

through assimilation? The constant  

too dark to be here, the are you Mexican? 

America has lots of questions we still can’t answer.  

 

Baba’s new family, his wife 

a captivating white woman eleven years older than him  

with long blonde hair, manicured nails, and unwavering English  

to help him sound American.  

 

How do you live a life between two worlds? And still,  

He should have a Lebanese wife. 

 

Here’s the photo of him in his white leather  

jacket and a pool stick in his hand at some dusty pub in Detroit.  

Or here’s the one in his black 1984 Mitsubishi Galant 

with my mother’s hand leaning on his shoulder  

 

her intricate white lace gloves and French manicured hands, 

their smiles so full of biracial love in an unaccepting time, 

a man with kind eyes who believed  

that being spit on was better than car bombs.  
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Tin of Sardines 4 
  
In 1951 Benito Aclo’s entire village and family were 

wiped out by a volcanic eruption, killing nearly 

3,000 people. He was the sole survivor, sent by his 

family to purchase a tin of sardines only to learn that 

he was saved by the tin of sardines he held in his 

hands. I wonder how many tins it will take to survive 

the Anthropocene. Each day a reminder of the 

world on fire. What will be left worth saving?  
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White Spots 
 

from the front seat of the car 

I did not see the deer  

until I saw the fawn / so close 

to the vehicle / brakes sputtering 

to stop/ white spots so clear to follow  

mom or oncoming traffic  

against the bumper / now in the shoulder 

the way the white spots bounced / couldn’t 

get footing /my heart tangled in the flying  

across the road & somehow still breathing  

how silly to cross the road with oncoming traffic  

there was no bleeding just a tuft of fur missing /  

the fur so soft in the palms of my hand 

please stop the traffic / my head 

upon its hind leg / swirl of chaos 

silent / & just the eyes 

cradled across its back / we learned 

that most things are willing to kill you 
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Field Mouse in the Greenhouse 
 

Maybe it was when my Tata taught me  

to harvest tomatoes when I was six years’ old 

that I first noticed life’s creatures emerging in the spring. 

I found a dead mouse inside the garden sprayer  

curled so gently, practically mummified,  

hands so tenderly nestled into itself,  

the sprayer too tall to climb out of  

but a warm refuge at the start of winter.  

I don’t blame the field mouse for wanting to be warm. 

How surprised I was to find it laying there so peacefully,  

but in my heart, so full of guilt  

for not putting the lid on tighter in the fall.  

I wondered about his mouse friends and if they missed him. 

I hope one day I’ll be missed too. My friends saying how  

adventurous I was or that they’d miss my cooking.  

How, in the end, all we really want is to hold that person 

one more time, to let them know we love them.  

How this little mouse reminds me that we all hope  

to die peacefully and with some sense of dignity.  

I held his white belly of fur  

against my rubbery garden glove,  

and admired his whiskers  

left perfectly in place as if he was only sleeping.  

I kept looking for his chest to rise.   

I wish he was only sleeping, that he’d wake 

from his dreamland. I imagined how panicked he must 

have been the days before his death.  

Unable to reach the top, sliding down the high edges  

and eventually starving to death.  

I washed the field mouse’s fur,  

bundled his body in fresh  

rosemary and hemp twine, buried his body  

in the Southwest corner of the garden  

where the peach astilbes grow.  
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Searching for the Aurora Borealis 
 

You said the light would show me too much.  

I thought I didn’t see enough of the constellations, 

those painful scars, across your face.  

 

I was afraid of the dark. You were eager 

to pull me to the water’s edge. I always thought 

the aurora borealis was like mermaids 

 

a swirling magenta and neon green  

just a flash and an imagination run wild.  

All I wanted was to see your face.  

 

I am defenseless against your chest,  

the shoreline of lilies and the tree frogs clinging 

to door frames. You take my hand and enter my life line.  

 

I did not want to go into the black water. The cold 

so willing to engulf me. You swore we would find 

the light if we looked up and trusted the moon’s silver 

 

ripples across the waves. I kept asking when we  

would see the light. Would it be a flash of blinding light? 

You interlaced our fingers and squeezed tight.  
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What is the Hummingbird’s Burden?  
 

Our stories repeat, embed in our genetic code, visceral memory  

with sinew and skin. This story has no end, reality painted  

by generating machines, doctored images of people, places.  

Surveilling the world from our living room. Why do  

we watch? Shadowlands won’t take us.  

 

We plucked every dusky slug from the marigolds.  

Placed them in the Ball jar, sealed tight. Later, we learned  

they, invasive, had eaten their way through every last petal.  

 

Tussock moths and monarch caterpillars 

fight for each milkweed leaf as dragonfly’s consume them.  

I protected the female hummingbird, she scanned reality  

so fragile. Fighting for cardinal flowers and tufted bee balm,  

she hurled herself, like a speeding bullet  

into a burning bush until she collapsed before me.  

 

Hummingbirds remember the flowers and feeders 

they visit and return back each year. Some scientists  

say hummers can remember the face of the person  

responsible for refilling their favorite feeders.   

These small creatures pass down bounty and abundance  

through genetic memory of feathers and nectar.  

Would her babies remember me? 

What stories could she tell me?  

I held all of life between two hands coated in light. 
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Kharma  
 

We barely made it; I couldn’t carry the olives’ 

heavy green-stretched skins in couplets of diaspora 

 

Lebanon was invaded, the land was burned, 

the smell of burnt olives turned into diaspora 

 

I’m addressing the loss of an entire culture 

never examined in couplets of diaspora 

 

fighting against lost time, no language,  

our survivor’s guilt in this couplet of diaspora 

 

We carried زيتون and زيت, hope,   

our family’s aid during couplets of diaspora 

 

smuggled through borders, Lebanon to Syria, Jordan, 

the way everything burns in couplets of diaspora 
 

There are more Lebanese living outside 

of Lebanon from couplets of diaspora 

 

I wondered about the persimmons, the red-orange flesh, 

juicy stains of sugar in couplets of diaspora 

 

Would the persimmon trees still grow 

if we could not pluck them in years of diaspora? 
 

The Bekaa Valley full of kharma, the fruit of the gods,  

I bet you never learned that during couplets of diaspora 

 

When we eat the persimmons now, they are soft and jelly-like 

shipped across the ocean of diaspora 

 

we never taste the tannin-rich immature fruit with firm skins 

and just like the olives, disappear into couplets of diaspora 
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Tin of Sardines 5 
 
When a cisco is freshly pulled from the water, its eyes are 

as black as hematite, but after the fish has been struggling 

for air for more than seven minutes, the eyes turn cloudy. 

My father says: you can tell how long a body has been dead 
by its eyes. When he smears a sardine in oil on pita bread, 

it’s a symbol that someone survived. Little tins of hope line 

the pantry like forgotten fruits. If the world has forgotten 

the history before, how many tins of sardines would we 

need to save? In the violent force of a tin held open, the 

eyes of the sardines are still black and sometimes without a 

head.  
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After the Israeli Army Burned Our Land, We Remember the Olives 

 
In the rose-scented garments of my Arabic grandmother  

is the test of ten-thousand suns. 

 

The night Lebanese people were gunned  

down beside the fountain was the moment 

 

she knew it was no longer safe. My father,  

his face scarred, won’t tell me the stories— 

 

of the bodies, bloody fountain;  

his escape, cloaked in darkness 

 

from Nabatiyeh to Jordan, smuggled, 

don’t look into faces at checkpoints. 

 

Instead, my family would rather  

tell me stories of Mahalabia,  

 

of the lingering sweetness of kashta on eid, 

or how a lemon’s skin feels in your hand  

 

when it’s freshly pulled, peeled, and salted 

before being eaten from my Tata’s garden.  

 

Now, when I see my grandmother,  

she asks if I need za’taar or olives,  

 

the special bright green ones  

brought in barrels from Lebanon, 

 

hand-smashed and brined with red peppers  

so that I never forget where I come from.  
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my body is a weapon  
 

to be feared 

like warfare 

see how my curves 

incite fists 

raise hands 

and knees in ribs 

across skin and sinew 

 

with missile heads 

anchored at my wrists 

and my solar plexus  

forbidden land 

uncharted 

do not show  

skin   to  

 

beyond the sun 

we cannot feel 

 

do not touch 

do not speak 

there is no voice 

she should only 

listen 

 

let me wash 

each surface  

in wudu 

held holy 

 

what happened 

was an accident 

what the men did 

on Tuesday  

her head beaten 

the blood dripping 

gauze holding together 

 

it wasn’t supposed to  

hold this way 

 

do not touch 

 

she did not listen 
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she should not speak 

she spoke too loudly 

it was haram 

 

it was righteous  

 

it was the veil 

 

too loose 

 

 

 

 

tie it  

 

 

 

around  

her neck 
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Wudu 
 
In performing wudu, we prepare ourselves through washing 
during the pandemic, everything must begin with washing 
 
we have been prepared for this, my Tata said 
we have persevered through more than this.   
 
This year, Ramadan was different. There was no gathering,  
no community prayer, no celebration of Eid that spanned  
 
kefta and namoura wafting from the block 
instead, we sat at home, fiery-magenta sunset  
 
the stars arrive as fireworks explode in crimson embers. This year,  
Eid was over Memorial Day weekend. I watched my father cringe with memory—  
 
the sound of bombs exploding overhead. Rooted pain of sound  
run—the bombs get closer 
 
In the act of performing wudu, we begin with niyyah 
we clear our mind with heartfelt intentions 
 
We pray for Lebanon, the red-orange mushroom cloud. 
It is August. The port of Beirut is consumed 
 
We call my Jiddo; my father tells me he is crying 
She will never see our home, your Jiddo’s home burned to the ground.  
 

I wash, I bear witness: shards of glass, tuqburni, تُْقبُْرنِي 
I use my left hand to clean my right, crisp water  
 
drops of life through my fingers, I cup the water to hold 
two-hundred and fifty thousand people displaced from their homes 
 
I can’t even imagine that many; in grains of rice, it would  
weigh over three-hundred and fifty pounds. I cannot carry 
 
I take the water into my mouth, rinse  
we watch the Arabic news because it always lies in America 
 
there was nothing left of the Saint George Hospital 
a Lebanese soldier carries a young girl from the rubble 
 
the news anchor on Al Mayadeen keeps saying karitha, karitha 
I do not know this word, my father says, disaster 
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I inhale water with my right hand, blow it out  
each step three times, performed in Tarthib 
 
I want to wash my spirit but the order is important 
1975 civil war, Hezbollah, October revolution, global pandemic, ammonium nitrate 
 
now, Beirut gets a few hours of electricity a day 
in the summer heat, we sweat, I wash my face 
 
spreading my hands from right ear to left 
I want to wash this pain from our people 
 
my cousin said the water is unsafe to drink, now 
ammu found a generator, indebted to the best cow  
 
in the mountains where my grandmother’s family lives 
they prepare for the ash and smoke to billow; they begin by washing 
 
zaytun, zaytun! What will become of this year’s harvest?  

The lifeblood of our family’s legacy:  زيت زيتون 
 
I roll my sleeves up, let the water drip from wrists to elbows 
I imagine picking olives in the toxic black smoke 
 
the shadow of Mt. Lebanon in the distance of Nabatiye 
my father tells me of the Sawada caves, the large jars in ancient rocks 
 
that held Zawtari wine, fertile crest of Lebanon, 
the Phoenician princess Zouzasit, and the ruins of Bacchus 
 
She will never see our home. I must clean my head 
my aunt says our people will be extinct one day 
 
war, diaspora, bombs, the main entry point for food destroyed 
it was an accident, in the making for six years, famine  
 
I cannot hear this. I wipe my ears inside and out,  
behind my ears and remember 
 
unflagging faith that I will see our ancestral land 
that I carry the stories, I am Sumud 
 
My grandmother speaks softly of Maktub: 
Everything is destined and written  
 
I wash my right foot first, 
and eliminate everything between. 
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Notes: 
 

In “Kharma” زيتون (Zaytoun) and زيت (Zied) translates to olives and oil 

 
In “Wudu” ْقبُْرنِي (tuqburni) does not have a direct translation to English, but roughly translates 

to, I love you so much that you must bury me as I could not live a day without you 

 

In “Wudu”  زيت زيتون translates to olives and olive oil 
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